1. All dimensions are in inches, unless otherwise indicated with tolerances as detailed below.
2. Sensor body material of construction is CPVC standard or RYTON when Alpha Prefix "PPS" is invoked.
3. Drawing shown in the standard without protective tines configuration typical for inline installations.
4. In no guard configuration the max displacement for parabolic pH glass is 0.2" yielding max insertion depth of 1.7 inches past front 3/4" MNPT threads yielding an overall max length of 7.7 inches.
5. Optional protective tines guard recommended for immersion & submersible installations (not shown).
   "GR" Alpha Prefix option yields four (4) each protective tines, 90 degrees apart or
   "GRO" Alpha Prefix option yields two (2) each protective tines, 180 degrees apart
6. Overall sensor length is 8.00 inches in either the
   "GR" or "GRO" configuration with 0.5 inch guard.
7. Do not use any sensor beyond the factory defined maximum temperature or pressure rating.